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22 Insulation box 

        

   

   

  

Product description:  

However hot it is outside, you can be sure of cool, fresh food and drink with a Cool-Ice icebox.
Made from robust plastic, it can withstand the roughest conditions and its thick, refrigeration-
grade foam insulation and specially designed seal helps to keep ice frozen for up to 10 days. The
smaller Cool-Ice boxes come with a carry strap, while the other sizes come with strong
polyethylene handles.

This highly efficient and lightweight icebox can keep ice for several days. It is made of a thick
refrigeration grade foam insulation and has a unique labyrinth seal design. Take ice cold
refreshment with you, wherever you're going!

Easy lock and seal
Lock and seal cold air inside for longer lasting ice

Robust
Robust design with unique labyrinth seal

Shoulder strap
Comfortable shoulder strap

Great sealing design
High outside temperatures, uneven terrain, dust and mud? The "indestructible" Dometic iceboxes
will take this in their stride. The Cool Ice boxes are equipped with extremely effective insulation,
and once the cool packs or ice cubes have been placed inside, they will keep groceries, fish, bait
and wild game fresh. Depending on use and weather conditions, this can be for several days at a
time! They also come with a 5-year guarantee! Ultimately, every single detail of these boxes,
made from impact-resistant and seamless plastic, is designed for the toughest conditions. This
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trusty icebox come with strong and thick refrigeration grade foam insulation with unique labyrinth
seal design that holds the cold air inside and hot air out for longer. This ensures your ice lasts
much longer, despite the outside temperatures.

Keep ice frozen for days
Dometic Cool-Ice iceboxes, such as the Dometic Cool-Ice WCI 22, are perfect for any occasion
where there is no power readily available. They will keep your ice frozen for days – up to ten
days, depending on model usage and conditions. These robust iceboxes are ideal for continuous
exposure to weather, especially on boats. The thick, refrigeration grade foam insulation and
'Labyrinth Seal Design' feature contribute to longer lasting ice. Its rotomoulded design means
there's no seams where heat can get in or cold can escape! Cool-Ice iceboxes are also extremely
strong, durable and easy to clean. This smaller model of icebox comes with a convenient carry
strap for easy transport.

Not binding images and technical data.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 386
Width (mm): 363
Height (mm): 314
Dry weight (Kg): 4.2
Product type: Insulation box
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 22
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